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Abstract: In this study we described the curiosity of education faculty students in learning based on aspects of interest, novelty-seeking, the openness of experience and exploration. We used cross-sectional survey with a quantitative approach to collect data and to measure curiosity in learning we used questionnaire. The participants were 286 spread across 9 study programs in the faculty of education. The results showed that students sometimes have a curiosity in learning. This condition explained the curiosity of students in learning tends to be in the medium category and tends to be low because the number of students who are rare and never curiosity in learning more than students who often and always curiosity in learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development of curiosity in learning can be used as a component in preparing for the 21st century's superior generation, because it is an important metacognitive skill in the context of education [1]. Individuals who have a high level of curiosity will be able to remember what has been learned longer than individuals who are less curious about the variety of information provided [2] [3]. Besides curiosity plays an important role in maintaining cognitive functions, mental health, and physical [4], and academic achievement [5], so that curiosity is increasingly felt as a virtue that needs to be developed in the learning process in education.

Empirical data shows that there are still educators who are not skilled in giving questions that can lead to curiosity in learning [6]. This condition illustrates the need to improve the quality of educators and education personnel in carrying out their roles at the educational level. Improvements have been carried out using routine supervision strategies from the principal, through training, seminars, technical guidance, and workshops, as well as evaluating the performance of educators and education staff [7]. However, this strategy is the role of external factors, so that the maximum results it is necessary to increase from the internal factors that began to be developed by prospective students. The results of the study found that: teacher actualization can be increased through supervision and achievement motivation of school principals [8], work motivation of school principals has a positive and significant effect on teacher performance [9] but academic qualifications, work experience, work motivation and task awareness affect the performance of the school principal [10] [11].

This confirms that efforts to improve the quality of educators and education personnel through the performance of school principals can be achieved depending on work experience, academic qualifications, performance motivation and task awareness. Even the Principal should follow and apply the development of science and technology [12].

This condition illustrates that the role of external factors is more dominant in realizing the quality of educators and education personnel through competent principals. This needs to be observed and balanced so that the role of internal factors of educators should be more prominent. Through the development of curiosity in learning of students as prospective educators it is predicted to be able to encourage the formation of competencies and strengthen internal factors in achieving educational goals when carrying out the role as educators later. The development of curiosity in learning will encourage learning that is expected to be a learning model that is able to create a learning process that is fun, free, and not boring [13]. This learning is expected to implement the character of education to develop the characteristics of students [14], on the other hand whether the school can provide space to foster creativity of students [15]. The answer certainly can be realized if the school is filled with competent educators who are able to develop the learner's curiosity in learning. A learning fun process can foster student creativity and is a challenge for universities to make it happen. Preparing competent teacher candidates to be able to develop students' curiosity in learning will hone their competencies so they are able to apply them to students after they become teachers later. Curiosity is the quality of a thought related to exploration, investigation and learning, as evidenced by observing [16]. Curiosity is a key element in independent learning, which is related to the desire to achieve an optimal level of arousal [17]. Curiosity is characterized by an interest in an object that is found, looking for novelty in that object, and opening the desire to gain experience through deep exploration in order to solve problems [18], as well as the learning process undertaken to gain knowledge and skills are very closely related to all aspects of human development [19], so that curiosity becomes something that is important for all humans to meet the needs and challenges of life. Basically the development of curiosity has been done by many previous researchers including using inquiry-based learning approaches such as problem-based learning [20], building four models of logical associations between inquiry questions as a framework for open inquiry plans on subjects [21], the ability to discuss things with others will strengthen the curiosity of individuals [22], openness in thinking students will foster curiosity [23] and the state of flow in conducting activities can lead to curiosity. [24] [25].
Even curiosity research and development in Indonesia in the last ten years have also been carried out starting at the elementary, junior high, high school and university levels so that various information regarding strengths, weaknesses and factors and impacts have been carried out. gained in developing to curiosity in learning that is the development of student curiosity in effective learning to build self-confidence and interest [26] and students experience an increase in learning through the provision of teaching using story books [27]. The application of the model Project Based Learning with scaffolding has been proven to improve the curiosity character and mathematical communication skills of students in learning [28], and learning using the media puzzle also increases students' curiosity in learning history [29], but the approach problem posing and problem solving in terms of achievement and curiosity are not effective in improving mathematical learning [30] and there is a weak relationship between reading pre-class activities with and students' curiosity about science [31]. While Zetrisulia, et al. [32] [33] the application of problem-based learning cognitive conflict strategies is more influential in developing critical thinking, especially communication skills and curiosity using the Problem Based Learning Model and Cognitive Conflict Strategy (PBLCCS) and Explicit Direct Instruction (EDI).

When examined in terms of gender, class levels and majors explain the curiosity in learning there is no difference [34] [35]. While research in terms of the 2013 curriculum develops the character of curiosity and concern social curriculum in 2013 where to form the character of curiosity and social awareness, educational instruments such as competent teachers, adequate learning resources, learning actions in the form of approaches, models, methods, and appropriate learning strategies [36], this underscores the importance of developing the curiosity of students as prospective teachers to meet the educational instruments so that they have the competencies required in order to develop the curiosity of students in higher learning should or half grade levels should be increased curiosity in learning. Prepare instrument of education, it becomes important point that must be done by universities as an effort to meet the needs so that the development of student curiosity in learning at every level of education can be implemented. Prospective teachers who are competent become point the main that needs to be prepared in order to be able to develop the characteristics of students' curiosity in learning. Prospective teachers who have reliable competence will be able to choose the right learning resources, approaches, models, methods, or learning strategies that have a positive effect on the mastery of subject matter and academic achievement of students. Therefore, the development of the curiosity of prospective teachers who are studying in tertiary education institutions (PT) is very necessary as an effort to improve the quality of prospective teachers so that they have reliable and professional competence. But before the development of student curiosity is carried out it is necessary to analyze the achievements of the students' curiosity in learning so that development can be carried out in accordance with problems and needs.

II. THEORY REVIEW

Universal desires for intellectual activity or the need for cognition (interest) in order to obtain happiness based on values, acquire new skills, collect, and analyze information are the essence of curiosity [37]. Interest in the objects found, looking for novelty in these objects, and opening the desire to gain experience through deep exploration in order to solve problems is a sign of curiosity [18].

The desire to seek the sensation of experience (openness of experience), seek adventure, be prone to boredom, and the willingness to take risks in getting new things or novelty seeking is also part of curiosity [38], so curiosity focuses on orientation towards investigating certain events or objects [39], and motivating individuals to search for new experiences (openness of experience) and strengthen exploration [40].

Curiosity becomes the drive in seeking newness of information (novelty seeking) [17] is shown when an individual: a) reacts positively to something new, strange, out of tune, or mysterious elements in their environment by moving toward exploring or by manipulating, b) showing the need or desire to know more about themselves, and / or the environment c) scan the surroundings for new experiences. d) persist in examining and exploring stimuli to find out more about them [41]. Besides, curiosity is used as an aspect of intrinsic motivation that has great potential to enhance student learning [20].

Various notions of curiosity in above, it can be interpreted that curiosity is a curiosity of individuals in understanding the object, gathering and analyzing information so as to find the novelty of information and new skills so that they can experience and thrill of adventure in problems encountered. The curiosity in learning is a curious individual to know and understand knowledge in learning, curiosity in learning that is marked by interest, looking for newness, doing deep exploration, and exploration of the knowledge learned. Curiosity in learning can develop creativity, self-potential i, pleasure, satisfaction, enthusiasm, and eliminate boredom by displaying the power of cognitive enthusiasm in answering curiosity about the science being studied.

When studied conceptually curiosity in learning has several components namely interest, novelty-seeking, openness of experience and exploration [16][18][38] [39] [40] [17]. A series of learning processes through exploration will form if students have an interest or interest in the knowledge learned. Interest will be the main trigger for the formation of a deep curiosity towards science that is served in the learning process.

Interest can be expressed through analyzing the interests, attention, curiosity, and challenges [18] perceived by students towards the subject matter faced. Furthermore, curiosity in learning involves a process of active recognition, the pursuit, and regulation of experience in responding to opportunities and challenging in seeking novelty (Novelty-seeking). Basically, looking for newness is described as an emotional-motivational state of students in facilitating and stimulating the search for new things, complexity, uncertainty, and conflict in the learning process that is formed through strong associations between courage and social skills so that it will suppress boredom and anxiety in study.
Novelty-seeking can be revealed through finding new things, solving problems or uncertainties, seeking enjoyment and pleasure in learning, feeling the sensation of adventure, conflict and complexity of various problems and knowledge learned [18] [38]. Looking for novelty in the learning process and solving problems due to uncertainty is a form of learner's curiosity to understand lecture material in depth. Fulfilling curiosity in learning not only through attractiveness and novelty, but also through the development of openness of experience. Curiosity in learning becomes a fundamental motivational component of all aspects of openness that involves active recognition of the pursuit and regulation of experience in responding to challenging opportunities so that creativity emerges and meets the desired knowledge needs. Opening experience (openness of experience) in the learning process becomes something interesting for students because it can increase learning stimuli at optimal levels that can shape openness to new values and ideas that are future-oriented [18]. This implies that the experience-based learning process can stimulate students to find new values.

Exploration is also part of fulfilling students’ curiosity in the learning process. Exploration in the learning process occurs through investigation and depth exploration [39] [18]. The investigation will produce detailed data in accordance with the needs so that the investigation can be used as a medium for educators to arouse the desire of students to know more about the lecture material provided. In-depth exploration process students need to do in order to gain complete knowledge and understanding in the learning process. Exploration of lecture material is a means to develop student competencies in the process of analyzing lecture material.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

This study used a cross-sectional survey with a quantitative approach. Subjects Research numbered 286 students who were undergoing education in semester III, V, VII. Students are taken by random sampling in 9 study programs at the Faculty of Education. The instrument used in the form of a questionnaire that will reveal the curiosity of students in learning that includes interest, novelty seeking, openness of experience and exploration in learning. The scoring model uses scale Likers consisting of five categories, namely: 1) Always, 2) often, 3) sometimes, 4) rarely, and 5) never . The number of questionnaire was 48 items with a reliability level of 0.886. Data analysis using SPSS so that the results of the study will obtain descriptive statistical data and achievements of student curiosity in learning.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of data collection on 286 students of the Faculty of Education who were studying in semesters III, V and VII in Nine Studies namely: namely Islamic Education Counseling Guidance, Islamic Education Management, Islamic Religious Education, Tadrīs English, Indonesian, Madrasa Teacher Education Ithhidaiyah, Early Childhood Islamic Education, Mathematics, Arabic Language Education are broken down in the following table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable/ Sub Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Skor Ideal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curiosity</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>45678</td>
<td>159.71</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>11238</td>
<td>39.29</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty Seeking</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>14338</td>
<td>50.13</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness Of Exploration</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14432</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience Exploration</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5670</td>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of descriptive statistics showed that the curiosity of students in learning obtained score of mean 156, 18 from the expected maximum score of 240 with a standard deviation score of 19.31. When examined from the aspect of interest on the lecture material being studied is obtained score of mean 39, 25 of the expectations of a maximum score of 60, seek novelty in learning acquisition score mean of 50,13 out of a score of 75 is expected, openness to experience learning the acquisition of score mean 50.46 from the expectation of a maximum score of 75 and deep exploration activities in the learning activities of the acquisition of score of mean 19.839 from the expected 30 score. Obtaining descriptive statistics has a meaning based on the classification of curiosity in learning as in table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X &gt; 189</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 ≤ X ≤ 188</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 ≤ X ≤ 169</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131 ≤ X ≤ 150</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X &lt; 130</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the analysis based on classification show the student's curiosity in learning as a whole the highest score in the medium category, there are 92 students or 32% who sometimes have a curiosity in learning, while 101 students or 35.3% are rare and there are those who never want to learn in learning and there are 93 students or 32.5% often and always want to learn. This condition explains the curiosity of students in learning in the medium category and tends to decrease because the number of students who rarely and never want to learn more than students who often and always want to learn. Curiosity in learning is also analyzed based on aspects of interest, novelty seeking, openness of experience and exploration. The classifications are broken down in the following table 3:
Student curiosity in the aspect of exploration of the highest score of 34.6% or 99 students in the medium classification, 29.7% or 85 students in the high and very high classification and 35.6% or 102 students in the low and very low classification.

Achievement of student curiosity in learning explains the problems and needs that need to be considered and resolved by counselors and lecturers so that students' curiosity in learning can be increased. When analyzed based on the item items of the aspect of interest, it describes a student's cognitive interest, attention, curiosity and a sense of challenge to the subject matter but the attitude and learning behavior do not reflect the knowledge they have. This condition needs to be considered because competence is generally defined as integrated pieces of knowledge, skills and attitudes [42], but the condition of competency possessed by students has not displayed a complete integration. So that the impact on the achievement of requirements as a function of activity adequately [43] [44]. This condition raises the question of what is integrated between knowledge, skills, and attitudes actually mean and how it is achieved? This question is answered when a student is confronted with well-defined professional assignments and he has the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed for adequate task performance, these students tend to show low-road integration so task performance may be fast and smooth, knowledge, skills and attitudes automatically connected in performance, and students do not have to think consciously about what they are doing [45].

In the aspect of novelty seeking students have described the desire to seek newness of knowledge and respond to challenging opportunities in the learning process through problem solving, being able accept changes and criticism and understand the integrity of the material in conducting the learning process. But the attitude and skills / practice have not been carried out in accordance with expectations as students tend to rarely develop lecture topics by using the latest references, studying lecture material deeper, linking subject matter with various problems in the field, conducting an assessment of knowledge has been learned as a barometer of the advanced learning process, exploring various information in print and electronic media to understand the lecture material in full, thinking visiting schools in remote villages will get more accurate information about the phenomena in learning, making summaries on lessons that have complexity in order to find the truth of the material being studied, thought that understanding conflict and complexity of lecture material can form analytical skills in the learning process and trend to rarely make a summary of various subject matter in full after completing the learning process an.

The condition of the aspect of the achievement of novelty seeking is similar to the aspect of interest, which is knowledge already possessed, but the attitude and skills have not occurred as it should. When examined from a psychological perspective, the type of knowledge includes declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge and strategic or metacognitive knowledge. Declarative knowledge is factual information that someone knows and can report [46]. Procedural knowledge is the connection or use of pieces of declarative knowledge, and generally refers to knowledge that cannot be communicated.

The data in table 4 explains that in the aspect of interest that is the student's interest in lecturing material the highest score in the medium category is 118 students or 41.3% sometimes interested in lecturing material and sometimes there are not even 76 students or 26%, 5% at low and very low classifications marked by students were rarely even not interested in lecturing material and 92 students or 32.8% curiosity at high and very high classifications were marked by students often and always interested in lecture material.

Student curiosity in the aspect of novelty seeking that is looking for new knowledge and responding to challenging opportunities in the learning process explained that the highest score was 32.17% or 92 students in the high classification but 37, 06% or 106 students were in the low and very low classification. And 36.37% or 104 students in the category of medium.

The aspect openness of experience of 34.6% openness of insight and original ideas in the learning process explained that the highest score was% or 99 students in the medium classification, 35.6% or 102 students in the classification low and very low, and 85 students or 29.7% in the high and very high classification.
Strategic or metacognitive knowledge, relating to knowledge of the task, context, problem solving process and self [47]. When analyzed further the achievements of student curiosity on aspects of novelty seeking, including declarative knowledge. Some researchers distinguish declarative knowledge as knowing it and knowing how [48], where knowing it refers to knowledge of facts, concepts and definitions, and knowing how to refer to knowing how to do something without actually acting. The conditions of knowledge know that and know how this is happening to students so that the achievement of declarative knowledge is labeled according to the achievements they have. Therefore, the declarative knowledge that students already have can be internalized deeply so that connections with skills in the form of real learning behavior occur. The connection between knowledge and skills will occur through reflection in which the student must think consciously about what he is doing [45]. Awareness of students is a form of attitude that will arise if they know and understand the goals and achievements that must be taken in following the learning process so that awareness needs to be developed within the student body.

In the aspect of openness of experience, students have thought that learning experiences carried out will produce new values in the learning process, feel the need to find new values every time doing deep learning activities, study the subject matter seriously in order to be able to act professionally when dealing with participants later students, think the lecture material discussed is a basic capital in undergoing a career, feel the need to find a learning method that is fun in order to enjoy the learning process faced by students, discussions with friends can complement and enrich the subject matter that has been discussed. But student learning behavior tends to rarely find out scientifically if there is a shift and change in the value of a knowledge being studied, repeating lecture material to recall when facing exams, interpreting lecture assignments as a vehicle for developing learning experiences, addressing confusion when learning as art that needs to be enjoyed, reading books about topics being studied will stimulate deeper thinking, completing lecture assignments that can develop imagination in learning, making concept maps (mind mapping) of lecture material by imagining various questions that might arise during an exam, completing notes after completion of the lecture can strengthen understanding of the material that has been discussed, and students tend to rarely make conclusions on the lecture material that has been discussed.

Conditions illustrate that the integration of knowledge, attitudes and skills has not occurred as it should so that the achievement of declarative knowledge is labeled according to the achievements they have. Therefore, the declarative knowledge that students already have can be internalized deeply so that connections with skills in the form of real learning behavior occur. The connection between knowledge and skills will occur through reflection in which the student must think consciously about what he is doing [45]. Awareness of students is a form of attitude that will arise if they know and understand the goals and achievements that must be taken in following the learning process so that awareness needs to be developed within the student body.

In the aspect of openness of experience, students have thought that learning experiences carried out will produce new values in the learning process, feel the need to find new values every time doing deep learning activities, study the subject matter seriously in order to be able to act professionally when dealing with participants later students, think the lecture material discussed is a basic capital in undergoing a career, feel the need to find a learning method that is fun in order to enjoy the learning process faced by students, discussions with friends can complement and enrich the subject matter that has been discussed. But student learning behavior tends to rarely find out scientifically if there is a shift and change in the value of a knowledge being studied, repeating lecture material to recall when facing exams, interpreting lecture assignments as a vehicle for developing learning experiences, addressing confusion when learning as art that needs to be enjoyed, reading books about topics being studied will stimulate deeper thinking, completing lecture assignments that can develop imagination in learning, making concept maps (mind mapping) of lecture material by imagining various questions that might arise during an exam, completing notes after completion of the lecture can strengthen understanding of the material that has been discussed, and students tend to rarely make conclusions on the lecture material that has been discussed.

Conditions illustrate that the integration of knowledge, attitudes and skills has not occurred as it should so that the mastery of competencies is hampered development. Competency development emphasizes that students must not only acquire but also integrate knowledge, skills and attitudes to achieve competence [43]. Even affirming integrated knowledge, skills and attitudes can be used to achieve success in carrying out professional tasks [45]. This should be a reflection and emphasis for students that the integration of knowledge, skills and attitudes is a means that can bring them success and success in applying knowledge and profiles of graduates in the field later.

Achievement of student curiosity on aspects of exploration in the process of deep exploration relating to analyzing in-depth subject matter that is not yet understood, using various methods / methods to answer lecture material that is difficult to understand and fully involved in learning will facilitate in-depth exploration is still rarely done. While looking for experiences in the learning process students feel learning experiences can be obtained through the desire to learn new things in the lecture material, but students tend to rarely look for various learning resources to find new ideas while learning and think to practice the material that has been learned will strengthen the experience and knowledge while studying.

Exploration is part of fulfilling curiosity student in the learning process. Exploration in the learning process occurs through in-depth investigation and exploration [39] [18]. The development of exploration in students should be directed to clear achievements in order to make it easier for them to explore more deeply and effectively in terms of time. Exploration is directed and some is not directed. Exploration that is directed produces faster learning and always manages to find it optimally, whereas exploration is not directed largely to fail in identifying the optimal solution [49]. The use of various motives is also needed in conducting exploration considering that each method has weaknesses, therefore many methods will help to obtain more and more solid information so students can explore and find novelty in each material discussed.

V. CONCLUSION

Student curiosity in learning to achieve declarative knowledge, that is, knowing information refers to knowledge of facts, concepts and definitions, knowing how to do things without actually acting. The integration of knowledge, attitudes and skills in developing curiosity in learning has not been formed properly so that it will affect the competencies possessed. Based on the results of this research it is necessary to efforts by educators to develop knowledge that can be owned curiosity shape the attitudes and skills learning through reflection and the provision of a variety of experience and practice in the form of tutoring and learning.
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